Asset Management

Work Requests
Proactively manage reactive work and meet service level standards.

Key features and benefits
yy Staff and external parties can create Work Requests
yy Requests range from minor maintenance issues to major capital projects
yy Duplicate jobs are easily identified and consolidated
through integration with Work Orders
yy Capture spatial location and photographs
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Work Requests enables a wide range of staff as well as external
parties to create work requests. The requests, although
typically reactive or fault-based in nature, can be for any type of
work from minor maintenance issues to major capital projects.
Any device
The Ci Anywhere platform enables Work Requests to be
created on any device, and is designed for people who
are not regular system users. The originator can review
the progress of their requests on any device or be kept
informed via automatic emails or SMS messages.
Capture all relevant information
The details of the request can be easily described with
fields displayed specific to the type of Work Request. The
location and asset can be identified and photographs can be
attached. These can be automatically sent to mobile devices
with any Work Orders generated from the Work Request.
Service level management
Particularly for fault work, data captured on the Work
Request can automatically determine the response time
for the Work Request and any associated Work Orders.
Traffic lights indicate how Work Requests are
tracking in regards to the service level standard.

Action work requests
Work Requests can easily be actioned, providing
immediate feedback to the originator.
Actions include:
yy Rejection, including the reason (ie duplicate)
yy Generation of a Work Order
yy Consolidation of numerous Work
Requests into one Work Order
yy Generation of numerous Work Orders
from the one Work Request
Template Work Orders can be used in the Work Order
generation process. This ensures planned and detailed Work
Orders are created from the Work Request processing.
The system can also be configured to automatically generate
Work Orders for Work Requests with certain parameters.
Work feedback
The Work Orders generated from Work Requests are linked.
Closing the Work Orders will automatically update associated
Work Requests, providing feedback to the originators.

Avoid duplicate jobs
Work Requests can easily be reviewed and actioned by
work managers. Duplicates can quickly be identified and
consolidated into one Work Order for the corrective action.
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